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"Easy Learning: Chinese Characters" is designed for English speakers or anyone who has a
good command of the English language. Unlike Chinese speakers, English speakers are used
to a phonetic writing system, that is-“what they read is what they hear”. When they see an
English word, they expect its letters to tell them the pronunciation and recognize its meaning.
Thus English speakers find Chinese characters to be too complicated and confusing because
they cannot pronounce them easily. Without a phonetic system, they have to find the
pronunciations through pinyin and then find the meaning. Therefore, English speakers think
they need extra time to learn to connect the graphic shapes of Chinese characters with their
pronunciation. So learning the Chinese language can seem like learning two different
languages: one for listening and speaking, and the other for reading and writing. However, if
you can master the methods of learning Chinese characters in this book, you will get twice the
results with half the effort! "Easy Learning: Chinese Characters" can make your Chinese
character learning process easy and fun! It is intended to be an intensive course book for
English speakers who have just started to learn Chinese writing. Anyone who has pinyin as a
foundation can study this book by themselves. This book has 86 lessons in total with detailed
explanations of 550 basic Chinese characters and over 2400 Chinese words and phrases. This
gives learners the foundation from which they can expand to read the 4000 basic Chinese
characters. With basic knowledge of the evolutionary history of Chinese characters, learners
will gain a brand new perspective and profound understanding during the learning process.
Over 90% of the characters in "Easy Learning: Chinese Characters" are accompanied with
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pictures showing how the character evolved from its original shape to its current simplified
form. Only less than 1% of the characters in this book may need to be memorized
mechanically but even they are provided with vivid pictures to help remember them. All of the
characters, words and phrases are provided with detailed pronunciation in pinyin. So all the
lessons taught in this book should be easily mastered by new learners. All languages are
connected. Chinese is similar to English in numerous ways. Pictophonetic characters make up
over 90% of all Chinese characters. By mastering the rules of pictophonetic characters, one
can read most of the characters. Chinese radicals (the part of a Chinese character which
represents its meaning) are like English monograms. Monograms represent the meaning of
words, for example, words containing "astro" are mostly related to stars. "Easy Learning:
Chinese Characters" focuses on teaching you to master basic character forms including
pictographic characters, self-explanatory characters and ideographic characters. These make
up the foundation of all characters. This book references several Chinese language sources in
order to provide precise and detailed explanations of each character. These sources include:
The Contemporary Chinese Dictionary, Advanced Chinese Characters Dictionary, Kangxi
Dictionary and Shuowen Jiezi-Explaining Simple and Analyzing Compound Characters.With
the help of "Easy Learning: Chinese Characters", learners will have the confidence to master
Chinese reading and writing in a relatively short period of time.
, snout shape, pigment patterns, mouth morphology); descriptions of Virginia's freshwater
habitats ; examples of incredible fish spawning and feeding behavior; tips on observing fish in
the wild and in captivity; a chapter on the taxonomy of family and common names of the fish
species most common throughout Virginia; up-to-date fish distribution maps; a complete
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glossary of termsProviding a fascinating foray into the wonders of the Commonwealth's
swimmers, Field Guide to Freshwater Fishes of Virginia will appeal to scientists, naturalists,
teachers, native fish aquarists, students, anglers, and fish collectors.
This stimulating text/reference presents a philosophical exploration of the conceptual
foundations of deep learning, presenting enlightening perspectives that encompass such
diverse disciplines as computer science, mathematics, logic, psychology, and cognitive
science. The text also highlights select topics from the fascinating history of this exciting field,
including the pioneering work of Rudolf Carnap, Warren McCulloch, Walter Pitts, Bulcsú
László, and Geoffrey Hinton. Topics and features: Provides a brief history of mathematical
logic, and discusses the critical role of philosophy, psychology, and neuroscience in the history
of AI Presents a philosophical case for the use of fuzzy logic approaches in AI Investigates the
similarities and differences between the Word2vec word embedding algorithm, and the ideas of
Wittgenstein and Firth on linguistics Examines how developments in machine learning provide
insights into the philosophical challenge of justifying inductive inferences Debates, with
reference to philosophical anthropology, whether an advanced general artificial intelligence
might be considered as a living being Investigates the issue of computational complexity
through deep-learning strategies for understanding AI-complete problems and developing
strong AI Explores philosophical questions at the intersection of AI and transhumanism This
inspirational volume will rekindle a passion for deep learning in those already experienced in
coding and studying this discipline, and provide a philosophical big-picture perspective for
those new to the field.
"Interesting", "practical" and "unique" are the right words for describing this grammar book.
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This book not only introduces the fundamental knowledge about the Chinese language but
also, and more importantly, reveals the reasons behind the principles and rules, which helps
learners to understand this language and apply the grammar rules well. Contents CHAPTER 1
Preparing to Start 1.1 A New Perspective 1.2 Chinese Language, Dialect, and Mandarin
Chinese 1.3 Chinese Character, Simplified Character, and Traditional Character 1.4
Pronunciation, Tone, and Pinyin CHAPTER 2 Secrets of Combination 2.1 Concepts and
Mechanisms 2.2 Three Basic Types of Combining Processes 2.3 Know More, Do More
Chapter 3 Detailed Types of Combining Processes 3.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 3.2
Combining between Nouns 3.3 Combining between Verbs 3.4 Combining between Adjectives
3.5 Combining between a Noun and an Adjective 3.6 Combining between a Noun and a Verb
3.7 Combining between a Verb and an Adverb 3.8 Know More, Do More Chapter 4 Multiple
Combining Processes 4.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 4.2 Logical Relations and Combining
Sequences 4.3 Details and Skills 4.4 Know More, Do More Chapter 5 Structures and
Gradations 5.1 Intermissions 5.2 Structure-Marking Words 5.3 Relation-Marking Words 5.4
Know More, Do More Chapter 6 Words in Special Types 6.1 Words as Affixes 6.2 Words as
Reduplication 6.3 Words as Sounds Imitations 6.4 Words as Abbreviations 6.5 Chinese Idioms
Chapter 7 Quantities, Times, and Places 7.1 To Describe Numbers and Quantities 7.2 To
Describe Times 7.3 To Describe Places Chapter 8: About Sentences 8.1 Concepts and
Mechanisms 8.2 Consistency in Combining Principles and Rules Chapter 9 To Make
Comments and Descriptions 9.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 9.2 To Make Comments about
Objects 9.3 To Describe Properties of Objects 9.4 To Describe Definitions 9.5 To Make
Comparisons and Conclusions Chapter 10 To Describe Existence 10.1 Concepts and
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Mechanisms 10.2 To Describe Existence in General Statuses 10.3 To Describe Existence in
Specific Statuses Chapter 11 To Describe Acts 11.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 11.2 To
Describe Issuers and Acts 11.3 To Describe Acts and Receivers 11.4 To Describe Issuers,
Acts, and Receivers 11.5 Special Sentence Structures Chapter 12 To Raise Questions: Yes or
No 12.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 12.2 To Apply Interrogative Words 12.3 To Apply
Reduplicative Structures 12.4 To Apply Independent Structures Chapter 13 To Raise
Questions: Ask for Details 13.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 13.2 To Inquire about Unknown
People 13.3 To Inquire about Unknown Things 13.4 To Inquire about Unknown Acts 13.5 To
Inquire about Unknown Places 13.6 To Inquire about Specific Unknown Objects 13.7 To
Inquire about Unknown Statuses 13.8 To Inquire about Unknown Reasons 13.9 To Inquire
about Unknown Quantities 13.10 To Inquire about Unknown Times 13.11 Know More, Do More
Chapter 14 Past, Present, and Future 14.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 14.2 Tense of Present
Indefinite 14.3 Tense of Past Indefinite 14.4 Tense of Future Indefinite 14.5 Tense of Present
Continuous 14.6 Tense of Past Continuous 14.7 Tense of Future Continuous 14.8 Tense of
Present Perfect 14.9 Tense of Past Perfect 14.10 Tense of Future Perfect 14.11 Know More,
Do More Chapter 15 Start, End, and Span 15.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 15.2 To Describe a
Specific Point 15.3 To Describe a Span 15.4 Know More, Do More Chapter 16 Connection and
Integration 16.1 Concepts and Mechanisms 16.2 To Specify Coordinating Relationships 16.3
To Specify Progressive Relationships 16.4 To Specify Adversative Relationships 16.5 To
Specify Conditional Relationships 16.6 To Specify Cause-and-Effect Relationships 16.7 To
Specify Objective Relationships 16.8 To Apply Independent Reminding Words 16.9 Know
More, Do More
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In today’s interconnected society, media, including news, entertainment, and social
networking, has increasingly shifted to an online, ubiquitous format. Artists and audiences will
achieve the greatest successes by utilizing these new digital tools. Digital Arts and
Entertainment: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications examines the latest research
and findings in electronic media, evaluating the staying power of this increasingly popular
paradigm along with best practices for those engaged in the field. With chapters on topics
ranging from an introduction to online entertainment to the latest advances in digital media, this
impressive three-volume reference source will be important to researchers, practitioners,
developers, and students of the digital arts.
What is a rubric? A rubric is a coherent set of criteria for student work that describes levels of
performance quality. Sounds simple enough, right? Unfortunately, rubrics are commonly
misunderstood and misused. The good news is that when rubrics are created and used
correctly, they are strong tools that support and enhance classroom instruction and student
learning. In this comprehensive guide, author Susan M. Brookhart identifies two essential
components of effective rubrics: (1) criteria that relate to the learning (not the "tasks") that
students are being asked to demonstrate and (2) clear descriptions of performance across a
continuum of quality. She outlines the difference between various kinds of rubrics (for example,
general versus task-specific, and analytic versus holistic), explains when using each type of
rubric is appropriate, and highlights examples from all grade levels and assorted content areas.
In addition, Brookhart addresses * Common misconceptions about rubrics; * Important
differences between rubrics and other assessment tools such as checklists and rating scales,
and when such alternatives can be useful; and * How to use rubrics for formative assessment
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and grading, including standards-based grading and report card grades. Intended for
educators who are already familiar with rubrics as well as those who are not, this book is a
complete resource for writing effective rubrics and for choosing wisely from among the many
rubrics that are available on the Internet and from other sources. And it makes the case that
rubrics, when used appropriately, can improve outcomes by helping teachers teach and
helping students learn.
These expert forecasts for 2012 offer valuable insights about the past and extraordinary
predictions for the future: -What to expect from relationships with family and partners -New
career opportunities for success in the future -Lucky days for every month of the year -And
much more!
Every teacher wants to be outstanding. But what does outstanding mean? And how do we stay
outstanding if the goalposts move? In this book, bestselling author Mike Gershon presents you
with everything you need to know to make outstanding learning happen in your classroom. It
breaks down the nature of outstanding teaching so as to expose the underlying principles
which hold true across the curriculum. Featuring advice on all the different elements that
contribute to outstanding teaching and learning including assessment, differentiation, literacy,
leadership and ensuring progress, it covers: Cultivating the habits of outstanding learning The
role assessment plays in planning learning, securing progress and helping students to achieve
great outcomes. Leadership and your role as a leader The communication that takes place in
the classroom Firmly rooted in the day-to-day experiences of being in the classroom, the book
clearly explains the why, the how and what to do if things go wrong! Packed full of clear, easyto-implement strategies and ideas, it is the text you can call upon time and again in order to
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cultivate and sustain the habits, actions and thoughts of outstanding teaching.

Quickly Master the Guitar and Build Good Habits for Life-Long Learning
Beginner's Guitar Lessons: The Essential, teaches you to play the right way from
the first time you pick up the instrument. Learn to hold and strum the guitar, play
in time, change chords, finger pick plus much more. There are many common
mistakes that beginner guitarists make that limit musical develop over a lifetime.
Beginner's Guitar: The Complete Guide forms a foundation of effortless good
technique and skills that will last a lifetime. Often, self-taught learners will 'hit a
wall' later on due to bad techniques picked up early on. As a guitar teacher, time
and time again I see adult guitarists who have come to a road block in their
playing. It may be speed, changing chords, rhythm, or many other obstacles that
were created when they first started learning. Most often, the student doesn't
even know what the problem is, or why it's occurring. By learning the correct
skills early on, you will avoid many common challenges later in your
development. Beginner's Guitar Lessons: The Essential Guide contains Many
Clear Diagrams Downloadable Audio of Each Example (50 separate audio
tracks) Complete Method to Learn Chords and Smoothly Change Between them.
The Correct way to Strum in Time Finger Picking Examples. Modern, Fun Chord
Progressions to Practice How to Read Chord Charts and Guitar Tablature (Tab)
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Complete Chapter Listing: The Important Things You Should Know First Chords
and Changes Holding the Plectrum (Pick) More Common Chord Changes
Strumming Part One Changing Chords Whilst Strumming New Chord
Progressions to Practice More Interesting Rhythms Splitting the Chord
Descending Bass Lines Fragments of Songs Reading Guitar Tablature Finger
Picking Patterns Further Study Dictionary of Useful Chords Check out the
Excellent Reviews "This outstanding book of true beginner's lessons has me
squarely on the path and hungering for more." This Book Will Get You Playing
Guitar the Right Way Get off on the right foot with this fun, comprehensive
beginner's guide to guitar. Click to buy it now and there's free delivery with
Amazon Prime.
As face-to-face interaction between student and instructor is not present in online
learning environments, it is increasingly important to understand how to establish
and maintain social presence in online learning. Student-Teacher Interaction in
Online Learning Environments provides successful strategies and procedures for
developing policies to bring about an awareness of the practices that enhance
online learning. This reference book provides building blocks to help improve the
outcome of online coursework and discusses social presence to help improve
performance, interaction, and a sense of community for all participants in an
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online arena. This book is of essential use to online educators, administrators,
researchers, and students.
The Educational Leader’s Guide to Improvement Science: Data, Design and
Cases for Reflection is a collection illustrating applied organizational problemsolving using methods of improvement science in educational leadership. Early
chapters introduce improvement science and then the reader is led through a
logical sequence of inquiry, presented with cases of educational dilemma
matched with principles of improvement science and provided examples of
research methodology applied in context. Because improvement science
research is so quickly becoming a signature pedagogy and core subject area of
inquiry in the field of educational leadership, the literature is still scant in its
coverage of improvement science models; it is the purpose of this publication to
fill the void by providing concrete examples, through case studies, of instances
where improvement research methods and analyses can be embedded to
enhance and strengthen efforts at organizational improvement. This text
concentrates on the elements faculty, students, and administrators need; specific
models where improvement science frameworks enhance the reliability and
validity of improvement or quality enhancement efforts. Perfect for courses such
as: Introduction to Improvement Science, Seminar/Practicum in Educational
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Leadership, Introduction to Program Evaluation, Educational Research for
Administrators, Action Research for School Practitioners, Educational Research,
School Improvement, and Teacher Leadership.
Annotation Interconnecting Cisco Network Devices, Part 2 (ICND2), is the Ciscoauthorized, self-paced learning tool for CCNA foundation learning. This book
provides you with the knowledge needed to install, operate, and troubleshoot a
small to medium-size branch office enterprise network, including configuring
several switches and routers, connecting to a WAN, and implementing network
security. In Interconnecting Cisco Network Devices, Part 2 (ICND2), you will
study actual router and switch output to aid your understanding of how to
configure these devices. Many notes, tips, and cautions are also spread
throughout the book. Specific topics include constructing medium-size routed and
switched networks, OSPF and EIGRP implementation, access control lists (ACL),
address space management, and LAN extensions into a WAN. Chapter-ending
review questions illustrate and help solidify the concepts presented in the book.
Whether you are preparing for CCNA certification or simply want to gain a better
understanding of how to build medium-size Cisco networks, you will benefit from
the foundation information presented in this book. Interconnecting Cisco Network
Devices, Part 2 (ICND2), is part of a recommended learning path from Cisco that
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includes simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning
Partners and self-study products from Cisco Press. To find out more about
instructor-led training, e-learning, and hands-on instruction offered by authorized
Cisco Learning Partners worldwide, please visit
www.cisco.com/go/authorizedtraining.**Review the Cisco IOS® Software
command structure for routers and switches*Build LANs and understand how to
overcome problems associated with Layer 2 switching*Evaluate the differences
between link-state and distance vector routing protocols*Configure and
troubleshoot OSPF in a single area*Configure and troubleshoot EIGRP*Identify
and filter traffic with ACLs*Use Network Address Translation (NAT) and Port
Address Translation (PAT) to conserve IPv4 address space and implement
IPv6*Connect different sites over WANs or the Internet using IPsec VPN, SSL
VPN, leased line, and Frame Relay connectionsThis volume is in the Certification
Self-Study Series offered by Cisco Press®. Books in this series provide officially
developed self-study solutions to help networking professionals understand
technology implementations and prepare for the Cisco Career Certifications
examinations.
Word 2013 in easy steps shows you how to quickly get to grips with the new
features of Microsoft’s latest version of this popular word processing application.
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Word has been brought up-to-date with a new, sleeker look. There are new
templates and design tools and new ways to share and work with others. Word
2013 will be much more functional on tablets and other touch screen devices and
file sharing and cloud storage will give users consistent access to information
from virtually any device. Word 2013 in easy steps uses detailed images and
easy-to-follow instructions to get you up to speed with Word, whether you’re just
upgrading from a previous version or are a new user.
Visible Learning Guide to Student Achievement critically examines the major
influences shaping student achievement today. A revision of the International
Guide to Student Achievement, this updated edition provides readers with a more
accessible compendium of research summaries – with a particular focus on the
school sector. As educators throughout the world seek to enhance learning, the
information contained in this book provides practitioners and policymakers with
relevant material and research-based instructional strategies that can be readily
applied in classrooms and schools to maximize achievement. Rich in information
and empirically supported research, it contains seven sections, each of which
begins with an insightful synthesis of major findings and relevant updates from
the literature since the publication of the first Guide. These are followed by key
entries, all of which have been recently revised by the authors to reflect research
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developments. The sections conclude with user-friendly tables that succinctly
identify the main influences on achievement and practical implications for
educators. Written by world-renowned bestselling authors John Hattie and Eric
M. Anderman, this book is an indispensable reference for any teacher, school
leader and parent wanting to maximize learning in our schools.
Learn SQL Programming And Database Management Today With This Easy
Step-By-Step Guide! Do you want learn SQL Programming? Do you want to
understand how to manage databases without getting overwhelmed by
complicated jargons and lingos? If so, "Easy SQL Programming & Database
Management For Beginners. Your Step-By-Step Guide To Learning The SQL
Database" by Felix Alvaro is THE book for you! It covers the most essential
topics you must learn to begin programming with SQL. SQL is a software
language that is powerful yet simple, flexible, portable and, most of all, integrated
into numerous database applications. The current trend now is to become more
digital in managing databases. As I mention in this guide, deciding to become a
database professional will definitely promise you a secured job with a potential
high remuneration or well-paid freelance work. On the average, an entry-level
database analyst in the United States earns an annual salary of around $92,000
USD. What Separates This Book From The Rest? What separates this book from
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all the others out there is the approach to teaching. A lot of the books you will
stumble upon simply throw information at you, leaving you confused and stuck.
We believe that books of this nature should be easy to grasp and written in
jargon-free English you can understand, making you feel confident and allowing
you to grasp each topic with ease. To help you achieve this, the guide has been
crafted in a step-by-step manner which we feel is the best way for you to learn a
new subject, one step at a time. It also includes various images to give you
assurance you are going in the right direction, as well as having exercises where
you can proudly practice your newly attained skills. You Will Learn The Following:
The history of SQL and its uses The fundamentals of Relational Databases and
Database Management Systems The SQL Structure The SQL Data Types Data
Definition Language Statements Data Manipulation Language Statements Data
Query Language Statements Transactional Control Commands Working with
Database Views Enhancing Database Designs Using Primary and Foreign Keys,
Indexs and Normalization Understanding Cursors, Triggers and Errors And much
more! This guide also includes exercises throughout to give you practice, and
Chapter 12 is focused solely on providing you exercises to let you practice what
you have learnt. As a wise-man once said: "Practice makes perfect." So don't
delay it any longer. Take this opportunity and invest in this guide now. You will be
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amazed by the skills you will quickly attain! Order Your Copy Now! See you
inside!
In the last few years the scientific community has realized that obtaining a better
understanding of interactions between natural systems and the man-made
environment across different scales demands more research efforts in remote
sensing. An integrated Earth system observatory that merges surface-based, airborne, space-borne, and even underground sensors with comprehensive and
predictive capabilities indicates promise for revolutionizing the study of global
water, energy, and carbon cycles as well as land use and land cover changes.
The aim of this book is to present a suite of relevant concepts, tools, and
methods of integrated multisensor data fusion and machine learning technologies
to promote environmental sustainability. The process of machine learning for
intelligent feature extraction consists of regular, deep, and fast learning
algorithms. The niche for integrating data fusion and machine learning for remote
sensing rests upon the creation of a new scientific architecture in remote sensing
science that is designed to support numerical as well as symbolic feature
extraction managed by several cognitively oriented machine learning tasks at
finer scales. By grouping a suite of satellites with similar nature in platform
design, data merging may come to help for cloudy pixel reconstruction over the
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space domain or concatenation of time series images over the time domain, or
even both simultaneously. Organized in 5 parts, from Fundamental Principles of
Remote Sensing; Feature Extraction for Remote Sensing; Image and Data
Fusion for Remote Sensing; Integrated Data Merging, Data Reconstruction, Data
Fusion, and Machine Learning; to Remote Sensing for Environmental Decision
Analysis, the book will be a useful reference for graduate students, academic
scholars, and working professionals who are involved in the study of Earth
systems and the environment for a sustainable future. The new knowledge in this
book can be applied successfully in many areas of environmental science and
engineering.
Praised by instructors for its concise, focused approach and user-friendly format, the
Illustrated Series engages both computer rookies and hot shots in mastering
MICROSOFT EXCEL 2013 quickly and efficiently. Skills are accessible and easy-tofollow thanks to the Illustrated Series’ hallmark 2-page layout, which allows students to
see an entire task in one view. New Learning Outcomes outline the skills covered in
each lesson, and larger full-color screens represent exactly what students should see
on their own computers. Each unit begins with a brief overview of the principles of the
lesson, and introduces a case study for further application. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
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available in the ebook version.
More than 100 cases teach how you how to apply pharmacotherapeutic concepts to
real-world clinical situations Pharmacotherapy Principles and Practice Study Guide,
Third Edition, includes more than 100 patient cases that correspond to chapters in the
third edition of Pharmacotherapy Principles and Practice. These cases are presented in
realistic fashion, using terms and abbreviations that would normally be found in a
patient's medical record. Patients in these cases have drug therapy problems requiring
identification and management. For each case, you will be asked to develop a Patient
Database, Drug Therapy Problem Worksheet, and Pharmacotherapy Care Plan, using
the forms provided. With Pharmacotherapy Principles and Practice Study Guide you will
learn how to navigate through the process of applying your knowledge of
pharmacotherapy to specific patient cases by organizing patient data to logically assess
a patient's medication issues and formulate a sound pharmacotherapy care plan. EACH
CASE INCLUDES: Learning Objectives Patient Presentation Targeted Questions
followed by hints that refer you to pages in Pharmacotherapy Principles and Practice,
Third Edition, where you can find the information necessary to answer the question
Follow-Up Global Perspective which highlights an issue related to the case that is
important to countries outside of North America or involves selected ethic groups or
races Case Summary Student Workup where you are asked to review the patient case
for missing information and to complete the various patient forms
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Educational inequalities have strongly impacted disadvantaged and
underservedpopulations such us indigenous, Roma, migrant children, students with
disabilities,and those affected by poverty. A wide array of research has contributed
toexplaining the mechanisms and effects of inequalities in the achievement
patterns,dropout rates, disengagement in the school experiences of children and
youthtraditionally excluded. Research also suggests the negative consequences for
childdevelopment – including cognitive, language, and social–emotional functioning –
ofpoverty and lack of quality education in the early years. Consequently, the
currentunequal access to optimal learning environments for every single child to
succeedin education and to have a better life perpetuates the exclusion and neglects
theright to education for those minorities. This Research Topic aims at moving
beyondcauses and shed light upon effective solutions by providing successful pathways
forintegration and inclusion of the learners most heavily affected. Scholars worldwide
are looking for successful actions with children, youth, andcommunities of learners
historically underserved to overcome educational andsocial exclusion. These
transformative approaches go beyond the deficit thinkingand are grounded in theories,
empirical evidence, and multidisciplinary interventionsoriented towards achieving social
impact, which refers to the extent to which thoseactions have contributed to improve a
societal challenge. The international networkof “Schools as Learning Communities” is
advancing knowledge on deepening andexpanding the impact of what has been
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defined as Successful Educational Actions(SEAs); that is, those interventions that
improve students’ achievement and socialcohesion and inclusion in many diverse
contexts, regardless the socioeconomic,national, and cultural environment of schools.
Drawing on the evidence generated by this network of researchers to address the
globalchallenge of inequality by studying educational actions oriented towards
achievingsocial impact and potentially transferrable to other contexts, this Research
Topic aimsat deepening on this approach. In short, our purpose is that the contributions
includedin this Research Topic contribute to reduce educational and social inequalities
andespecially benefit those populations most in need.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring
sections on how to use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key, a student
guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive index"-This best-selling Amazon ebook is now in paperback. An Easy Guide to Learning
Anatomy and Physiology can really help to ease the struggle of learning anatomy and
physiology. This book breaks down complex concepts by presenting a simplified
version of the main idea (called the Big Picture) before getting into the details. Written
in an easy to understand and humorous way by an Anatomy and Physiology instructor,
An Easy Guide to learning Anatomy and Physiology covers many of the topics
presented in a typical 2 semester sequence of A&P courses. Over 200 images (black
and white) help you along. Review questions are included at the end of each chapter to
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test what you've learned. In fact, the author (a full-time college anatomy and physiology
instructor) uses this book in his own classes. Perfect for allied health, nursing, pre-med,
pre-physical therapy, biology, massage therapy, high school students and anyone
interested in the human body.
Master the #1 bestselling financial software Set up and maintain a complete, efficient
small business financial management system with ease! QuickBooks 2013: The Guide
is filled with best practices for handling essential business tasks and customizing
QuickBooks for the way you work. Written by an Advanced Certified QuickBooks
ProAdvisor with years of experience supporting and training QuickBooks users, this
practical resource shows you, step by step, how to use the software to control your
businesses finances, process invoices, track inventory, and manage payroll. Get the
most from the software and run your small business smoothly and effectively using the
proven techniques and time-saving tips inside this authoritative guide to QuickBooks
2013. Customize QuickBooks for your business Enter transactions quickly and
accurately Manage accounts payable and receivable Monitor and manage inventory
Integrate with online banking services Track employee hours and manage payroll
Reconcile bank accounts Manage budgets and project cash flow Prepare for tax time
Share and secure your QuickBooks data Produce and analyze business reports Make
sound business decisions with confidence
The Royal Marsden Manual of Clinical Nursing Procedures has been the number one
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choice for nurses since it first published, over 30 years ago. One of the world's most
popular books on clinical skills and procedures, it provides detailed procedure
guidelines based on the latest research findings and expert clinical advice, enabling
nurses and students to deliver clinically effective patient-focused care. The ninth edition
of this essential, definitive guide, written especially for pre-registration nursing students,
now includes a range of new learning features throughout each chapter that have been
designed to support student nurses to support learning in clinical practice. Providing
essential information on over 200 procedures, this manual contains all the skills and
changes in practice that reflect modern acute nursing care.
Taking a decision about your future is not very simple, it requires intensive research
and some strong decision making skills. Am I choosing the right course, will I get a job
after I graduate, should I do what I love doing, will I be able to manage my budgets?
These questions are always relevant to students who are planning to pursue their
higher education and easyuni's guidebook is an attempt to answer a few of these
questions. This guidebook is another step forward to improve the entire experience of
university selection and application. The guidebook is an attempt to answer questions
of millions of students who are eligible for enrollment in higher education institutes in
2013-2014. The guidebook consists of 80 pages of educational content, including
articles on studying abroad, choosing and applying for universities, what to study, and
scholarships & loans among others. The articles also focus heavily on the seven most
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popular subjects, namely Engineering, Medicine, Information Technology, Science, Arts
and Creative Design, and Business and Accounting.

Present the computer concepts and Microsoft Office 2013 skills perfect for your
Introduction to Computing course with the latest ENHANCED COMPUTER
CONCEPTS AND MICROSOFT OFFICE 2013 ILLUSTRATED. This all-in-one
book makes the computer concepts and skills your students need to know easily
accessible. Key application skills are clearly demonstrated using the user-friendly
two-page spread found in the popular Microsoft Office 2013 Illustrated
Introductory, First Course. Today’s most up-to-date technology developments
and concepts are clarified using the distinctive step-by-step approach from the
Computer Concepts Illustrated Brief book. This edition highlights updated Office
365 content with Integrated Applications Projects and a Student Success Guide.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Super-fast processors, streamlined Internet access, and free productivity and
entertainment apps make Apple’s new iPads the hottest tablets around. But to
get the most from them, you need an owner’s manual up to the task. That’s
where this bestselling guide comes in. You’ll quickly learn how to import, create,
and play back media; shop wirelessly; sync content across devices; keep in
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touch over the Internet; and even take care of business. The important stuff you
need to know: Take tap lessons. Become an expert ‘Padder with the new iPad
Air, the iPad Mini with Retina display, or any earlier iPad. Take your media with
you. Enjoy your entire media library—music, photos, movies, TV shows, books,
games, and podcasts. Surf like a maniac. Hit the Web with the streamlined Safari
browser and the iPad’s ultrafast WiFi connection or 4G LTE network. Run the
show. Control essential iPad functions instantly by opening the Control Center
from any screen. Beam files to friends. Wirelessly share files with other iOS 7
users with AirDrop. Get creative with free iLife apps. Edit photos with iPhoto,
videos with iMovie, and make music with GarageBand. Get to work. Use the
iPad’s free iWork suite, complete with word processor, spreadsheet, and
presentation apps.
The Routledge International Handbook of Higher Education for Sustainable
Development gives a systematic and comprehensive overview of existing and
upcoming research approaches for higher education for sustainable
development. It provides a unique resource for researchers engaged in the field
of higher education for sustainable development by connecting theoretical
aspects of the range of relevant methodologies, showing the interdisciplinary
aspects of the research field and illustrating the breadth of research directions.
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With a team of international authors from leading universities in research and
teaching in higher education for sustainable development this Handbook brings
together a broad range of research approaches and shows how these
approaches are reflected in the research practice in higher education for
sustainable development. Key topics include: Research Paradigms and
Methodologies Ongoing and Future Directions of Research Meta-Analysis and
Reviews Policy and Politics Challenges for Implementation Action Research and
Transdisciplinary Perspective Gender, Diversity and Post-Colonial Perspectives
Operationalising Competencies Outcome-Oriented Research Curriculum Change
Organisational Change and Organisational Learning Community and
Partnerships University Appraisal Systems and Indicators Evaluation Approaches
Engaging Academic Teachers Good Practice Learning and Teaching
Transformative Leadership and Change Strategies This Handbook is an
invaluable research and teaching tool for all those working in higher education for
sustainable development.
This Cisco-authorized, self-paced foundation learning tool for both the CCENT
100-101 and CCNA® 200-120 exams offers a comprehensive overview of the
diverse technologies found in modern internetworks. From routing and switching
concepts to practical configuration and security, it teaches with numerous
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examples, illustrations, and real-world scenarios, helping you rapidly gain both
expertise and confidence. This book provides you with all the knowledge you
need to install, operate and troubleshoot a small enterprise branch network,
including basic network security. Whether you are preparing for certification or
simply want to understand basic Cisco networking, you’ll find this guide
exceptionally valuable. Topics covered include: TCP/IP models and protocols;
LANs and Ethernet; running Cisco IOS; VLANs and trunks; IP addressing and
subnetting; packet delivery; static and dynamic routing; DHCP and NAT; network
security; WANs, IPv6, and more. This edition has been fully updated to reflect the
new Cisco ICND1 100-101 exam blueprint. Content has been reorganized,
simplified, and expanded to help you learn even more efficiently. New Production
Network Simulation questions offer more real-world review, and new web video
resources in each chapter walks you through many key tasks. Interconnecting
Cisco Network Devices, Part 1 (ICND1) Foundation Learning Guide, Fourth
Edition is part of a recommended learning path from Cisco that includes
simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and
self-study products from Cisco Press. To find out more about instructor-led
training, e-learning, and hands-on instruction from authorized Cisco Learning
Partners worldwide, please visit www.cisco.com/go/authorizedtraining. Network
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functions, components, models, layers, topologies, and applications LAN,
Ethernet, switching, routing, and packet delivery concepts Network management
with Cisco IOS software and its command-line interface VLANs and
segmentation: techniques for optimizing performance and flexibility Easy ways to
create efficient IP addressing and subnetting schemes Cisco router configuration,
including static and dynamic routing DHCP and NAT: dynamically providing IP
addresses and handling limited address availability Essential network security
techniques Traffic management with Access Control Lists WAN concepts,
technologies, and options IPv6 configuration in dynamically routed network
environments
Evidence shows that a multidisciplinary approach to Parkinson’s care provides
better patient outcomes and is more cost effective. This new title provides a
practical guide to this approach, with the perspective of the person living with
Parkinson’s firmly at its core. Written by experts in their field and firmly grounded
in up-to-date evidence, Parkinson’s Disease: A Multidisciplinary Guide to
Management addresses multidisciplinary intervention through the various stages
of disease, rather than by discipline. It covers all aspects of care, from
pharmacological management to non-drug interventions that are helpful for
Parkinson’s symptoms. This book is unique in its holistic approach to the patient
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and their family, and will help all members of the team to implement a
biopsychosocial model of health that puts the person with Parkinson’s at the
centre of care. Clinician-led content provides perspectives of different members
of the interdisciplinary team, including medics, nurses, physiotherapists,
occupational therapists and psychologists Includes practical advice and top tips
enhance management of common problems Includes best practice for
Parkinson’s as well as Atypical Parkinsonian Syndromes - Progressive
Supranuclear Palsy, Corticobasal Syndrome and Multiple System Atrophy
Includes management of falls and bone health, palliative care, management of
inpatients Provides practical advice on delivering services remotely by telephone
or video
The Fast Track series is designed to prepare applicants who are seeking Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) certifications for the full range of material on each
test of the series. Prospective test takers are supplied with questions that have
been used in the FAA's knowledge exams for aviation mechanics along with an
answer key, explanations, and references to quickly improve their
comprehension and retention of the test and study materials. Learning Statement
Codes (LSC) are also included, enabling students to easily interpret which
subject areas are indicated as needing further study on their knowledge test
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reports. Featuring all the questions from the FAA Knowledge Exam's
"Powerplant" section for Aviation Maintenance Technicians, this new edition
answers and explains the toughest questions on the FAA exams.
Softcover
The Clinician's Guide to Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy for Childhood ObsessiveCompulsive Disorder brings together a wealth of experts on pediatric and
adolescent OCD, providing novel cognitive behavioral strategies and
considerations that therapists can immediately put into practice. The book
provides case studies and example metaphors on how to explain exposure
models to children in a developmentally appropriate manner. The book also
instructs clinicians on how to use symptom information and rating scales to
develop an appropriate exposure hierarchy. The book is arranged into two major
sections: assessment and treatment of childhood OCD and special
considerations in treating childhood OCD. Each chapter is structured to include
relevant background and empirical support for the topic at hand, practical
discussion of the nature and implementation of the core component (such as
exposure and response prevention, cognitive therapy, psychoeducation and
more), and a case illustration that highlights the use of a particular technique.
Provides the strong theoretical foundation required to successfully implement
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treatment Highlights the use of particular intervention techniques through case
studies Provides CBT strategies for anxiety, tic disorders, trichotillomania, ADHD
and disruptive behaviors Includes strategies for treatment of patients who are
initially non-responsive to CBT Encourages individualization of evidence-based
and clinically-informed principles for each patient Reviews what to do if/when
OCD remits and/or returns Provides details on differentiation OCD symptoms
from anxiety and other psychopathology
This companion to the bestselling differentiated instruction guide features step-bystep training activities, guidelines for individualized support, research-based
responses to concerns, evaluation tools, and coaching tips.
This Cisco-authorized, self-paced foundation learning tool for both the CCENT
100-101 and CCNA® 200-120 exams offers a comprehensive overview of the
diverse technologies found in modern internetworks. From routing and switching
concepts to practical configuration and security, it teaches with numerous
examples, illustrations, and real-world scenarios, helping you rapidly gain both
expertise and confidence. This book provides you with all the knowledge you
need to install, operate and troubleshoot a small enterprise branch network,
including basic network security. Whether you are preparing for certification or
simply want to understand basic Cisco networking, you'll find this guide
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exceptionally valuable. Topics covered include: TCP/IP models and protocols;
LANs and Ethernet; running Cisco IOS; VLANs and trunks; IP addressing and
subnetting; packet delivery; static and dynamic routing; DHCP and NAT; network
security; WANs, IPv6, and more. This edition has been fully updated to reflect the
new Cisco ICND1 100-101 exam blueprint. Content has been reorganized,
simplified, and expanded to help you learn even more efficiently. New Production
Network Simulation questions offer more real-world review, and new web video
resources in each chapter walks you through many key tasks. Interconnecting
Cisco Network Devices, Part 1 (ICND1) Foundation Learning Guide, Fourth
Edition is part of a recommended learning path from Cisco that includes
simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and
self-study products from Cisco Press. To find out more about instructor-led
training, e-learning, and hands-on instruction from authorized Cisco Learning
Partners worldwide, please visit www.cisco.com/go/authorizedtraining. Network
functions, components, models, layers, topologies, and applications LAN,
Ethernet, switching, routing, and packet delivery concepts Network management
with Cisco IOS software and its command-line interface VLANs and
segmentation: techniques for optimizing performance and flexibility Easy ways to
create efficient IP addressing and subnetting schemes Cisco router configuration,
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including static and dynamic routing DHCP and NAT: dynamically providing IP
addresses and handling limited address availability Essential network security
techniques Traffic management with Access Control Lists WAN concepts,
technologies, and options IPv6 configuration in dynamically routed network
environments
CCENT Practice and Study Guide is designed with dozens of exercises to help
you learn the concepts and configurations crucial to your success with the
Interconnecting Cisco Networking Devices Part 1 (ICND1 100-101) exam. The
author has mapped the chapters of this book to the first two Cisco Networking
Academy courses in the CCNA Routing and Switching curricula, Introduction to
Networks and Routing and Switching Essentials. These courses cover the
objectives of the Cisco Certified Networking Entry Technician (CCENT)
certification. Getting your CCENT certification means that you have the
knowledge and skills required to successfully install, operate, and troubleshoot a
small branch office network. As a Cisco Networking Academy student or
someone taking CCENT-related classes from professional training organizations,
or college- and university-level networking courses, you will gain a detailed
understanding of routing by successfully completing all the exercises in this book.
Each chapter is designed with a variety of exercises, activities, and scenarios to
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help you: Review vocabulary Strengthen troubleshooting skills Boost
configuration skills Reinforce concepts Research and analyze topics
E-LEARNING COMPANION serves as a resource and quick-reference guide for
any course that demands technology skills. In addition to helping students adapt
previously mastered skills--such as time management, note-taking, and critical
thinking--to the online environment, this text shows students how social
networking, cloud file storage, wikis, and blogs can be utilized appropriately and
effectively in a college course. Technical terminology and how-to tutorials help
students become more capable and flexible online learners, and build skills that
will support them throughout college and their future careers. The Fourth Edition
is fully updated to be current and relevant for today's online learning
environments, and also includes new Workplace Applications, and coverage of
professional behavior and professional emails. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
Available as an E-Inspection Copy! Go here to order Taking the fear out of writing
your business project, this book helps you understand and carry out each step of
the research process. With detailed, friendly and engaging support it takes you
from the very beginning to the very end. Key features: Chapters are structured
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around FAQs such as ‘How to choose a research question?’, ‘How do I go
about a literature review?’ guiding you towards a full understanding of the
research process Workbook tasks help you shape your thoughts on each topic,
enabling you to decide your own research question and how you will research it
The importance of various ideas is clearly signposted, helping you prioritise your
time according to your needs and goals. Templates and checklists from the book
are also available for download at the Doing Your Business Research Project
companion website at study.sagepub.com/beech This interactive guide is ideal
for all Business and Management students about to complete a research project
or dissertation.
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